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Mumbo’s Outfit is excited to announce Peanut, a solo exhibition of new work by Nicholas Sullivan. 
 
It certainly seems today that the saturation point of images is at an all-time high. Our persons are awash with 
contemporary icons – from Frozen backpacks to Spongebob lunchboxes. Cartooned and imagined figures are 
wallpapered ad nauseam. However, within this reservoir of images we are afforded a common language with which 
we are able to articulate our wonky sense of self perception. 
 
Peanut is an exhibition of works that frame the weird thing through the comic logic of “Yes and, if this is true, what 
else is true?” Pulling characters from the page and screen, Sullivan returns to us the strange figures of our popular 
nomenclature with a charmed twist. Iconic characters which only existed in the asylum of abstract thought are now 
fleshed out in three dimensions, resulting in candid individuals whose tautology plays to satirical ends that are both 
funny and unnerving in equal measure.  
 
Following logical trains of thought to illogical ends, Sullivan’s work uses panache as a critical tool, realizing hyperbole 
as an affective frame for the proverbial cultural mirror. Sullivan tweaks the familiar for this exhibition, stretching scale 
and material in order to highlight the ticklish quality of our relationship with iconic imagery. As opposed to orbiting 
objects in the round, Sullivan treats sculpture as a threshold to pass through, framing our experience within 
mainstream culture as a cartoonist frames the panel of a comic strip. 
 
 
Nicholas Sullivan (b. 1987) Received his MFA from the Massachusetts College of Art and Design where he is 
currently an instructor. Sullivan has recently exhibited his work at Brennan & Griffin, New York; Kavi Gupta, Chicago; 
Spring Break Art Fair, New York; Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston. Sullivan currently lives and works in New 
York. 
 
 

 
 

Mumbo’s Outfit is located inside Geary Contemporary at 185 Varick Street 
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